Israel Used Nuclear Weapon on Yemen

Jew Admits: Israel Black Mails The World With Nuclear War
Vanunu stated Israel has these type of nuclear weapons in their arsenal.
----------------------------------Mordechai Vanunu is a former Israeli nuclear technician who, citing his opposition to
weapons of mass destruction, revealed details of Israel's nuclear weapons program to the
British press in 1986. He was subsequently lured to Italy by a Mossad agent, where he was
drugged and abducted by Israeli intelligence agents. He was transported to Israel and
ultimately convicted in a trial that was held behind closed doors.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Vanunu
On 5 October, the Sunday Times published the information it had revealed, and estimated
that Israel had produced more than 100 nuclear warheads.[41]
In July 2004 Vanunu claimed in the London-based Al-Hayat newspaper that the State of
Israel was complicit in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. He claimed there were "nearcertain indications" that Kennedy was assassinated in response to "pressure he exerted on
Israel’s then head of government, David Ben-Gurion, to shed light on Dimona’s nuclear
reactor
-------------------------------Vannu also stated Israel is Black Mailing the entire world with literal Nuclear annihilation and
have amassed a huge Nuclear Arsenal that can reach across the planet to do just that.

The Samson Option - How Psychopathic Megalomaniacs Blackmail The World With Nuclear
War:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq1-oFjuPeI

Remember Israel used a small level tactical nuclear weapon on Syria:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm7ObVSix7w
---------------Thanks to TJAOM for posting this up in another thread.

How Israel Was Busted Nuking Yemen
Israel nuked Yemen, period. This is hard fact that has been 100% confirmed
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/05/29 ... #abh_posts

By now, every VT reader will be aware that Israel dropped a neutron bomb on Yemen on
behalf of their Saudi allies. As well as the readers of VT, a billion Arabs also know this truth,
every Arabic media outlet picked up the VT story as have the Russian outlets Pravda, Russia
Today and Sputnik News. This story is too big to die, it is worldwide.
Israel nuked Yemen, period. This is hard fact that has been 100% confirmed.
Just watch the video, the scintillating pixels are caused by particles from the nuclear
explosion hitting the camera’s sensor, there can be no other explanation; note the white hot
ball of plasma seen briefly before the huge detonation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVgPKxYVxb0

The camera never lies:

Until mobile phones with cameras and small video cameras were developed, small
florescent lights were used as emergency nuclear explosion/radiation detectors. Now,
phones and CCD video cameras have become dependable “slam dunk” nuclear detectors.
The next few words are the technical explanation of why we are absolutely certain we are
dealing with a nuclear event, with no questions whatsoever. This is information available to

all member of the press, the military, the scientific community and the general public. This
means, of course, that anyone in “denial” of our assertion, proven with this much certainty,
is defective as to mental function or suffers from moral degeneracy.

The combination of the cameras plastic lens and the photoelectric effect produced in the
cameras CCD pick up chip (because it is basically a very large array of photo diodes) allows
them to act as very good detectors of high level ionizing radiation. Low level radiation in this
case is not of concern because it will not immediately kill you or have long term negative
health effects.

By simply pointing the camera at an explosive event it will immediately determine if it is
nuclear or not. When the
camera’s CCD pick up chip is overloaded by excess radiation it will pixelize showing white
sparkles all over the picture of the fireball or blast image area.
The demonstration video still was taken in Yemen this month. It is perhaps the best single
demonstration image of ionizing radiation hitting a CCD receptor. It is as perfect a
demonstration of a nuclear explosion as detected using mobile phone or CCD camera
technology, as explained above, as might be possible.
We are contacting scientists and physicists throughout the Middle east and Ukraine; we are
distributing software that will allow us to detect not just nuclear weapons but radioactive
threats of all kinds including polonium poisons; we are training teams to collect soil samples;
preparing packages to allow medical personnel to screen for radioactive poisoning and we
are offering materials for civil defence and decontamination efforts.
There has thus far been zero denial or refutation (other than by wingnuts and conspiracy
theorists) of this having been a nuclear event nor has there been any effective denial of the
pair of F-16A/Bs shot down over Yemen this week; planes which can only have belonged to
Italy, Portugal or Israel, otherwise it came out of the mothballed stockpiles in the US
southwest.
Russia speaks out
As stated in Pravda today, the world’s scientific community is aghast that ‘the Saudis have
begun to wipe Yemen off the map’, they get straight to the point by telling us that ‘shocking
video reveals proton bombardment from a neutron bomb’ and that ‘forbidden strikes have
brought about a storm of worldwide protest’ and might I add, this wave of protest isn’t
going to be silenced by a handful of internet trolls and unemployed Haifa housewives.
‘Obama has recently offered military assistance to any external threat the rich Arab Gulf
States may face’ according to Pravda. Russia is not only certain after viewing the evidence,
that this is a nuclear attack but they believe that the United States is fully complicit in it;
where other sources have cited the Israeli-Saudi nexus, highest level Russian sources believe

this irresponsible move is the result of Washington kow-towing to both Saudi Arabia and The
Gulf States.
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